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DYNAMO PLAYGROUNDS

A N Y T H I N G  B U T  O R D I N A R Y

Dynamo is the world leader in innovative playground equipment.

Our stunning designs and masterful engineering ensure that every piece we
build inspires the imagination of children everywhere.

And, we haven't even started yet! Dynamo's new and future projects always
involve burrowing further down the rabbit hole, so look no further for your

next custom project.

Our playgrounds always hold hours of fun for children of all ages, complete
with Ropes Courses, swings, spinners, slides, and more. Your park will be

thriving with more children and families than any other typical playground.

With our innovative technology, we will manifest your dreams into reality.
Children in your community will want to play long after the sun goes down.

Let us get inspired together, and bring out the creativity in everyone with a
Dynamo Playground.

Play Matters.



Innovation by design

When we look back at the playgrounds of our youth,
we often wonder where all the fun went. Even though
we remember the thrills and the endless hours of
enjoyment, much of the equipment we played on
doesn’t meet modern safety standards. The Dynamo
team has gone to great lengths to make sure our
children know the joy we lived when we were their
age, but safely. 

Our Apollo, Allegro and Astro structures bring back the
spinning sensation of the merry-go-round, but use
revolutionary technology to limit rotational speed and
the use of our unique ropes instead of steel makes
them completely safe. We’ve even improved on the
traditional swing! Our Biggo swing can be shared with
three friends safely, protected by Dynamo’s industry-
changing safety bumper. After all, laughter is meant to
be shared, and real fun is contagious.

CEO & Founder
Richard Martin

While kids want to have
fun, parents want them
to be safe, and
communities want to
know they are making
the best choices they
can. Every single person
on the Dynamo team is
completely committed
to meeting these
expectations. Our
structures fuel laughter
and imagination, but
they are also the safest
in the world. Their
beauty, legendary
durability and complete
compliance to CSA,
ASTM, EN standards,
and IPEMA & TUV
certification, make them
right for every park
setting.

Try them! Come and
play! Then you’ll know!

OUR PROMISE TO YOU
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About Us
For a quarter century, we’ve produced
revolutionary designs that promise to
deliver real adventure and excitement that
fuels the children’s ‘Ship of Imagination’. 

Rope rockets that are out of this world,
Mast Nets that reach the stars, Biggo
swings that let you travel through space on
flying saucers, and our Ropes Courses
which are runways to the next galaxy of
creations, as Dynamo Playgrounds
reignites the playground universe. 

Never confined by playground industry
norms, the team at Dynamo took the lead
and created a new standard of
entertainment for children with our free
form, artistic innovations. 

A new generation of revolutionary 
designs, meticulous attention to detail 
and a global search for the finest materials
and methods have come together to create
today’s safest, most durable parks and
playgrounds. 

Dynamo Playgrounds stands apart from the
rest, because Play Matters to us.



Play Value
True play value has many factors. High user
capacity with less space & materials used
than traditional designs, universal
availability in each structure, and long-term
durability are only a few examples.

Play Attraction
Our exciting games will appeal to children
of all ages, from preschool to teens, and
crowds of them. You won’t believe how
many kids will come when you open your
new Dynamo-inspired playground!

Play Retention 
Getting the children to stay outside and
play is never a problem with our active and
inclusive game designs. More fun than a
virtual world, they will stay engaged for
hours. Your only problem may be getting
them home for supper. 

Play Return 
Kids can be fickle, but we guarantee
children will want to go back and play on
our Dynamo playgrounds again and again.
Buyers of our playground equipment will
always receive fantastic value for their
investment.



Dynamo Rope
Dynamo’s engineers have created the
safest, longest-lasting, most attractive
cabling in the playground industry. 

Using proprietary technology, we have
infused beautiful nylon or polyester cable
coatings with UV protectants and flame
retardant solutions in the extrusion
process.  We use these vibrant threads to
weave a braid around at least 144 strands
of galvanized steel to produce the play
structure rope.

This unique process keeps the ropes
beautiful to see, soft to touch and stronger
than any other cabling available.

The vibrant colours will immediately appeal
to children of all ages, but the ropes will
also feel just as good to the touch. 

A class 8 UV Colourfastness rating keeps
the ropes looking new and the special nylon
formula and unique weaving of threads
means that Dynamo Ropes are resistant to
fading, wearing and fraying for years.



DX Connectors 
Dynamo’s metal junctions are the magic
that enables Dynamo designers to create
our ever-growing collection of unrivalled
play structures.

The team examined every possible
variation of plastic and steel connector, but
many used connecting screws and pins that
ultimately damaged the ropes in time. 

This exhaustive search resulted in the
creation of the DX system of moulded high-
density aluminum. 

Compressing with 120 tons of force gives
them incredible strength and a beautifully
smooth finish. 

This system eliminates any risk of friction 
at connection points and ensures that the
rope’s integrity and longevity are never
compromised. 

Dynamo even created a portable machine
press that can be used to repair a structure
on site in the rare case of extreme damage.



The Warmth Of Wood

These games feature creative designs

and dynamic climbing challenges! 

They also bring the warmth of wood &

emotional connection with nature to the

playground without sacrificing crucial

elements like safety, durability or design

options.

Black Spruce

Our Nature's Aura products are made

with Black Spruce which is known for its

excellent hardness rating and greater

green impact.

Thermal Normalization Properties

Wood structures have thermal

normalization properties. 

This is an essential feature that is

growing in importance for children

everywhere, and crucial in certain

regions and climates that regularly

experience extreme temperatures.

NATURE’S

AURA
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  Dynamo
Exclusive

Our Nature's Aura line uses high-quality glued laminated beams for main structural beams

which have consistent characteristics and trustworthy structural properties. 

Inspired by nature, our Nature's Aura products are designed to be strong, dependable, 

and inviting for children of all ages. 

Come and explore our Nature's Aura product line and bring the warmth of nature to your

community!











OVNI

TRACK RIDE
The Ovni Track Ride is a multi-user and inclusive game that is sure to turn heads and put

your park on the map.

Our Famous Biggo Seat

With the implementation of our Biggo seat, we have created a multi-user and inclusive

game that is sure to turn heads and put your park on the map. Our Biggo seat is fully

accessible and can be used by multiple children at a time. The dish-like seat conjures up

shared images of soaring spaceships or flying carpets, all while helping children of all

abilities develop their balance and enjoy some well-deserved and well-needed social

interaction.
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  Dynamo
Exclusive

This innovative and monumental game features a unique design that allows the Biggo seat

to return back to its original starting point all on its own. This means that no child is left at

one end and there is no need to physically return the swing back to the beginning, allowing

for less work and more play!

As with any Dynamo Playgrounds game, the Ovni Track Ride was designed with

sustainability in mind. The structure is low maintenance and designed to be durable and

long-lasting. We want to ensure that the children in your community can get as much play

out of each of our games as possible.

We invite you to feel the thrills of a 100ft ride in your own community. Let’s kick your

playground up to the theme park level by including this fun and exhilarating new game!







CONLUDO
Our Conludo products bring creativity and vibrant colour to your neighbourhood.

Indoor & Outdoor Use

Designed for both indoor and outdoor use, the main body of the play units consist of a soft

rubber coating adhered to a fibreglass shell.

This composition creates a safe user experience combined with a long product life. 
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  All-New
Products

Vandal-Resistant

The rubber coating is made from Ethylene Propylene Diene Rubber (EPDM) and Styrene

Butadiene Rubber (SBR) pellets which are bound together creating a smooth unitary

surface. The pellets are unified using an aliphatic polyurethane (PU) binder. 

The hollow fibreglass shell is manufactured to be vandal-resistant and strong. 

Vibrant Colours

The vibrant colour schemes and playful graphics create an inviting addition to any play

space. The colours are made to be UV stable, and capable of withstanding outdoor use.

Add a splash of colour and a hint of excitement to your play space with Conludo!











LEWIS AND CLARK LANDING

AT THE RIVERFRONT
Community at its Core

Get ready for an immensely fun and interactive play experience for the entire family.

Lewis And Clark Landing  at the RiverFront is a vibrant community hub that fosters long-

lasting friendships and collaborative play. Bring this magnificent playground to your city

and give your community the ultimate play experience.

Built with durability in mind, this playground is equipped with weather-resistant materials,

ensuring year-round enjoyment.
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  Dynamo
Exclusive

Each area is an artistic marvel, uniquely crafted and designed to ignite every child's

imagination. All ages and abilities are invited to explore every corner of this seemingly

endless world of amusement.

It Comes Alive at Night

The fun doesn't have to stop when the sun goes down! Thanks to the illuminated

structures, Lewis And Clark Landing  at the RiverFront is filled with well-lit areas for all to

enjoy. Lighting is placed strategically to ensure a safe and enchanting adventure under the

stars.







Fun Around Every Turn

Get ready for non-stop action with our

NEW Modular Pump Tracks!

Speed, excitement, and exhilarating

momentum all on one never-ending

track.

Different Configurations

Our Modular Pump Tracks come in a

variety of configurations and module

combinations, providing the perfect ride

for the community you're aiming to

serve.

The modular design means that setup is

a simple and short task – most tracks

bolt together in a few hours - and future

maintenance is equally simplified.  

Even more, you can easily re-configure

the layout or incorporate additional

modules to change up the design in the

future to suit your needs.

MODULAR
PUMP TRACKS
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  Modular
Designs

Whether a rider is performing impressive stunts or simply cruising casually, our Modular

Pump Tracks can be used by every age and skill level. 

They help users work on their balance, coordination, and overall body strength all while

promoting physical activity.

Our larger pump tracks have the ability to accommodate up to 50 people, making them a

popular place for riders to hang out with friends and show off their latest tricks.

With our new Modular Pump Tracks, you're sure to experience exhilarating, fast-paced

action around every twist and turn!









Multi-User
We created multi-user, multi-directional
swings that give an unpredictable thrill with
every turn!  

We've made sure that our swings can be
combined with traditional swings, using
classic posts to add bays of buckets or belt
swing seats. 

They are built with an aluminum seat and a
safety bumper encompassing the seat. This
way, the seat doesn't get hot in the sun and
also protects children from injuries.

With exciting swinging action, Dynamo’s
Biggo Swings offer incredible benefits with
its world-leading, revolutionary design. 

This includes universal access, appeal for all
ages, and a safe experience for everyone. 

Our goal is to work with you from start to
finish, and beyond! 

We’re here to build the perfect playspace
for your community by incorporating our
award-winning products. 

Come and get your share of thrills with our
Biggo Swings!









World Famous
Our Rotating Climbers are extremely
popular, innovative, and   fun . This game
allows children to discover their physical
skills and abilities by climbing and spinning
safely in complete 360-degree circles. 
And, best of all, there is room for 
everyone to ride! 

At Dynamo Playgrounds, we love seeing
kids play and take on challenges together.
Our Rotating Climbers encourage group
activity and inclusivity, no matter the age or
ability.

Our Rotating Climbers are ADA accessible
and feature a transfer deck that is perfect
for reduced mobility users.

These games require low maintenance.
They're also transparent, giving parents
and caregivers a full view of their little ones
at all times. 

Our climbers are engineered to last with
self lubricating nylon bearings. This
incredible bearing system allows the deck
to rotate but controls the speed at the same
time to ensure the complete safety of the
structure and all who are enjoying riding it!









3D Experience
Frame Nets are the perfect complement to
any playground design. Built on heavy
gauge steel frames using Dynamo’s unique
rope construction, these games are the
ideal place for children to practice their
balance and climbing skills.  

Designed to challenge your thinking, our
Frame Nets provide a three-dimensional
experience. Children are encouraged to
sharpen their problem-solving skills as they
must climb through the frames in order to
play in the nets.

Frame Nets invite children to explore
through the use of free play. The intricate
net structure encourages critical thinking
and is unlike anything you've seen before!  

Our Frame Nets can be customized to
include the addition of spinners, slides, rope
bridges, panels, and pendulum steppers.
This makes for a truly unique play
experience. 

Our Frame Nets transport children to
anywhere their imagination will take them.
These structures will allow generations of
adventurers to complete their valiant
quests. 









Ultra-Modern
With intricate geometric rope construction,
our Mast Nets encourage children to think
strategically while they play. We invite
them to test their motor skills, balance,
coordination and agility as they explore
these sky-high structures.

Though these nets are tall, the staggered
rope construction ensures that children do
not fall far before another rope cell
construction catches them. So, parents and
caregivers can feel at ease while their
young ones are climbing high in the sky!

We are committed to completing rigorous
product testing and use premium quality
materials. Our ropes are made up of
galvanized steel strands and polyester
cable coatings. They are long-lasting, flame
retardant, and come in a variety of different
colors.

Like many of our games, we can tailor our
Mast Nets to meet your specific
requirements along with any design goals
you have in mind.

With a wide selection of products in varying
sizes, Dynamo has a host of Mast Nets that
are perfect for every playground.









Full of discovery
Create an outdoor adventure for little
explorers in the heart of your
neighbourhood park with our GFRC
stumps, logs, rocks, animals and more.

Challenging climbing trees where mystical
creatures nest, or a hollowed out redwood
tunnel, is the fuel for fantasy that makes
childhood play so magical.

Our Nature Play series is perfect for
younger and intermediate climbers to hone
their skills.

Dynamo's Nature Play is a safe series of
strong, natural, long-lasting playground
structures made of GFRC that use the
beauty of nature to inspire children to climb
and explore. 

These long-lasting structures can also be
customized with rope, giving kids more
areas of exciting exploration.

Imaginative and full of discovery, our
Nature Play line is perfect for any
playground.









monumental
Our Ropes Courses offer a monumental
play experience filled with limitless
possibilities and hours of amusement. 

These custom-designed ropes courses are
innovative creations of free-form, multi-
plane net climbers that are never the same
play experience twice.

Unlike traditional playgrounds with defined
play movement, Dynamo keeps everyone
entertained with nets that twist, turn, rise
and fall in complex connected paths.

These impressive structures attract kids of
all ages and even adults, too! They help all
users work on their balance, coordination
and overall strength. Plus, they are a
breathtaking addition to any community or
destination playground.

All of our games are durable and built to
last. With polyester rope fibers, galvanized
or stainless-steel strands, and high-density
aluminum connectors, we work hard to give
you the best product possible. 

Thanks to the industry-leading materials
we use, our games experience less damage,
vandalism, and general wear and tear.









Innovation
We are continuously growing, innovating
and modifying our playground equipment
to challenge the ordinary concepts of
outdoor play. If you can dream it, we will
find a way to build it. 

At Dynamo Playgrounds, we love to push
boundaries and raise the bar with our one-
of-a-kind designs. Our talented designers
and engineers bring your concepts and
visions to life.

With a combination of your ideas &
sketches plus our expertise, we design a
space that will make and keep kids excited
about playing outside. 

Behind every one of our parks stands the
creative family at Dynamo. Whether it is a
unique custom project or our next
production item, we have plenty of ideas
for you.  

Come see what's possible when your
creativity meets the team at Dynamo.
We're making your dreams come true - one
playground at a time! 









Space-conscious
Dynamo's multi-armed basketball systems
are the perfect finishing touch to any park
or schoolyard. 

By incorporating space-conscious designs,
our basketball nets maximize your
basketball playing area.

Our nets are built in single, double, triple
and quad formats. This means that there
can be more than one game going at the
same time, all in the same area.

As one of the most used pieces of
equipment in schools, recreation centers
and community parks, basketball nets are
prone to more damage, needing to be
replaced quite often. 

At Dynamo, we've taken basketball nets
and made them indestructible. We use the
best materials to ensure our basketball nets
are unbreakable. We even provide a
lifetime warranty against vandalism. 

Save on space, not on fun with our multi-
armed basketball systems and bring the fun
to a playground near you!



Engineering + Safety
Innovation
Dynamo has become synonymous with industry leadership and innovation. As creators of the
world-famous Biggo Swing, the Quad Pods and key structural components such as Dynamo’s
DX Technology; Dynamo is reinventing the way children play. Inspired by kids, their
playground equipment is certain to light up the faces of children worldwide.

As a pioneer in the rope play industry, Dynamo is always seeking out new ways to bring fun
and excitement to the playground environment.



Installation
Our equipment is designed with the installer in mind. Most of our products require far less on-
site assembly than many ‘traditional’ structures. Some of our most popular items like Rotating
Climbers and Classic Biggo Swing do not require concrete, a significant cost and time savings.

All of our products are delivered with comprehensive step-by-step instructions and diagrams
to carefully explain the most efficient assembly process developed through our extensive
experience with installing in playgrounds all around the world. Dynamo Playgrounds
recommends that all equipment be installed by licensed playground installers, trained and
certified on the relevant playground standards in place in the region of installation.

Maintenance & Repair
Dynamo’s unique tamper-resistant connections make the structures virtually impervious to
vandals. If ever one of these wonderful park creations does succumb to damage of any type,
Dynamo has the ability to quickly and permanently repair it on site; returning it to “like new”
condition.

Engineering
Engineered for the children of today and tomorrow, Dynamo products meet or exceed
industry safety standards. Dynamo embraces the precious trust that has been given to them
by everyone who plays on their structures. Every child must be completely safe, nothing less.
Dynamo DX Connectors combined with DX Rope creates the strongest nets in the industry.

Dynamo’s product lines are built to withstand the elements
over time and will continue to surpass all expectations. Dynamo knows that no play structure
can be too strong or too safe.

Quality
Playground equipment can never be “too” safe. So we create our products from the finest
materials available anywhere. Dynamo DX technology uses the strongest ropes in the
industry; with a minimum 144 strands of galvanized steel woven inside a unique nylon or
polyester covering. We’ve also created a unique connecting system that uses compressed
aluminum and stainless steel to make the structures even safer. 

Our structures look and feel amazing to the touch, and will endure the most playful of
children. That is the Dynamo quality.



www.dynamoplaygrounds.com

Dynamo Industries
As a pioneer in the play industry, Dynamo is always
seeking out new ways to bring fun and excitement

to the playground environment.

Mailing Address
661 County Rd 9

Plantagenet, ON, K0B 1L0
Canada

Contact Information
1-800-790-0034 (Canada & US)
1-613-446-0030 (International)
info@dynamoplaygrounds.com


